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About This Game

Battle Norse raiders, ghosts, and changelings to save medieval England! But beware, if the elves can capture the Book you hold,
the world will end.

Chronicon Apocalyptica is a 250,000-word interactive medieval fantasy novel by Robert Davis. It's entirely text-based, without
graphics or sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

You are an Anglo-Saxon scribe in the year 1000. You hold a Book of secrets written generations ago, including this prophecy:
"When Æthelred II is King, he shall not be King, but there shall be an elven changeling in his stead. Should it gain this book and

its ink, the world he shall rend asunder."

The witan advisors to Æthelred have tasked you with a secret mission to research whether the Book is true. Build an unlikely
party of adventurers: a nun, a holy warrior, a bard, a beekeeper, and his bee, each with a mysterious past. Judge a witch trial,

infiltrate the magical land of the elves, and even travel through time on your quest to extract fact from fiction.

Lovers of England's mythic history will delight as you meet Excalibur, the Green Children of Woolpit, and the Tremulous Hand,
a creepy disembodied hand with a predilection for parchment. Put your analytical, investigative, and storytelling skills to the test

as you decide where your loyalties lie: to the church, the crown, or the people of England.

Will you uncover the secret at the heart of English history, or succumb to the evil of the most deadly book ever created?
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 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, bi, or asexual.

 Discover rare sources, excavate ruins, and collect local legends.

 Fight the forces of darkness, or outwit them with your sharp intelligence.

 Explore decaying strongholds, funeral barrows, and even time itself.

 Choose romance or rivalry with your greatest foe.

 Determine who sits on the English throne.
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Okay, I'm a drummer, and I love jazz. So this review is probably going to be biased. That being said, the soundtrack is
incomparable, unique, almost perfect. The soundtrack is essentially drum solos. Every time you get a kill, there's either a cymbal
crash, or the drum solo get's louder and faster, and really makes it feel like it's interacting with your playstyle. The graphics are
gorgeous. It can get a little frustrating at times, when the colours suddenly change and appear a bit brash and you don't really
know what's going on, but overall it's not really a big issue. It's also really interesting how the texures are constantly changing;
when you interact with objects and move on to a new level, or when there's a blackout, and everything turns black and white,
which is really cool. There's always a new environment waiting for you, and this somewhat compensates for lack of variety in
combat. This game really exceeded my expectations since I bought it for the soundtrack alone, in spite of this, it's probably one
of my favourite games of all time.

Conclusion:
if you don't really pay attention to soundtrack and don't enjoy brutally murdering everyone as an ape, then this is probably not
the game for you. If it sounds like your sort of thing, by all means\u2014pick it up.. To be brutally honest this game does not
deliver. Gameplay is not decent, controls are complete garbage, do not waste money on this game.. Just don't feel like playing
Sim City right now, got it?. I was really looking forward to a Nancy Drew game set in a school ever since Secrets Can Kill, but
this really didn't work for me.

There really is no mystery to this game, just a checklist of things to do. You end up being the gofer for different girls. You
never do any real problem solving. The most lividly frustrating part of this game was taking pictures for Rachael. You have to
make them perfect. You listen to each of these girls gossip about each other. The end of the mystery kind of appears out of
nowhere. You're doing all of these errands and then you remember you have a mystery to solve that's already complete.

I was really dissapointed in this one. There was so much potential to it too. I would recommend Secrets Can Kill, which is hard to
recommend because it's the first game, but there was some sort of mystery in that one at least, and it's set in a school. Treasure in
the Royal Tower is a fantastic game with the same sort of setting and feeling of Waverly Academy.. Pros:
------
- A nice f*cking variety of 8 f*cking weapons in the f*cking game.
- F*ck
- VERY f*cking smart AIs, even f*cking smarter that f*cking the AIs in f*cking Half-Life!
- F*ck
- The f*cking Prices in motherf*cking Pawn-O-Matic are f*cking cheap! (sarcasm)
- F*ck
- You have the g0ddamn f*cking desicion to act f*cking nice to the f*cking NPCs or be f*cking nasty like an a$$hole to them.
- F*ck
- Probably one of the f*cking first 90's FPS f*cking Shooters to have f*cking Cutscenes!
- F*cking f*ck
- F*cking dead rats can f*cking turn into motherf*cking hamburgers.
- B*tch.

Cons:
---------
- Needs more F*ck

10/10 would f*cking reccomend it to f*cking everyone who likes f*cking FPS Shooters like f*cking
this one, and it also f*cking motherf*cking fun to play, if you are a f*cking man who likes to f*ck
around all day f*cking long, buy this f*cking game before i f*cking stick it up your f*cking a$$, B*TCH!

F*ck Counter: 41
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rip blockstrom. it was awesome. This was a pretty nice and somewhat complex puzzle game. If you enjoy puzzle games, you
should try it.

7.5/10. A quaint little hack'n'slash kind of game. Basics of controls easy to grasp. Story is... solid enough.

Clash of Puppets all around well made. Enjoyable & easy to play, (the 2 basics to a good game) just keep on swinging for the
fences and\/or unloading your range weapons and you'll get where you need to go. The only downside to this game is the
jumping mechnic I feel is off, like you cant jump 'out' you have to jump 'up-then-out'. Im sorry if this doesn't make sense but if
you play it im sure you'll figure it out.

Last Note: Good game, Fun. Buy it. But what you see is what you get.. Juanito Arcade Mayhem is slick, fast and packed with a
great sense of humor. Each worlds offers a twist into the core mechanics, as not only you get new enemies and items, the
mechanics change to match the world's game (in the Pacman world you can only defeat the enemies if you eat the power pills, in
the Arkanoid you are on top of a paddle and the enemies spawn over bricks, etc.) culminating in a unique (and often insane)
boss fight.

The art and the animations are absolutely amazing. You can tell that there was a ton of love and work put into each one of them.
I can't praise them enough. They are a joy watch, but at the same time, they don't distract you from the game itself. They blend
perfectly into it.

And, last but not least, the game runs super smoothly, even in my old desktop, which makes it all the more enjoyable :D

Edit.: Over a year after the game came out, the developers keep adding more content!. This one surprised me. The surreal
polished aesthetic combined with the use of room scale gave me a sense of presence I wasn't expecting in an on-rails experience.
Also, the gunplay was oddly satisfying. I just wanted to spin around and kill those monsters forever yelling "DIE! DIE! DIE!".

Somewhat short, left me wanting more, but totally worth 3 bucks. Honestly, if I didn't own a vive and I saw this at an arcade in
public I would have paid $5+ for just one play and I would have walked away happy.

Now back to to Overwatch.. The core concept is good, game play is solid, but as a whole could use improvement in quality &
quantity.

As far as Gravedigging, English Comedy, or Dickensian horror, there is none. There is grave robbing and bad dialogue.

They put together a good playable game, that you'll still sink a week into, and you should give them you're money because I
would love to see them make more stuff. I see potential in them.. It is a fun game just a Little disappointed to find out that after
book 1 it's £7.98 for the other 2 books, A little misleading as it says Free to Play.. really boring... feels like it's trying to be
monkey island and doing a bad job. don't waste time downloading it
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